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Outreach and Education

• Lessons learned
• Pathways of communication
• Raise awareness of proposed Ag Water Rule
Training: Working with Partners & Stakeholders

• Compliance Dates
• Trainings and updates
• Integrated and Collaborative
What will training look like

• Provide continuum of technical support

• We recognize that to fully realize the benefits of the proposed agricultural water assessments, farms must understand and translate the requirements to their operations.
  – Outreach, training, technical assistance, online tool
  – Working with partners
Resources

• Fact sheets available at FDA.gov:
  – *Agricultural water proposed rule*
  – *Expanded table on factors to consider as part of agricultural water assessment*

• Webpage: [FSMA Proposed rule on Agricultural Water](#)

• Agricultural water assessment builder (coming soon)
Produce Safety Network

PSN Directory: https://www.fda.gov/media/105420/download
Questions

Share comments to the docket

• #FDA-2021-N-0471 on Regulations.gov

Questions on the Proposed Ag Water Rule or speaking requests can be submitted to email:

• AgWater@fda.hhs.gov